Dear ,
As Americans take time this week to give thanks, I wanted to reach out to you and express
my sincere gratitude for your support of the Benjamin Rush Institute. Your support allows
BRI to work with hundreds of medical students at campuses across the country, educating
them on healthcare policies that protect the doctor-patient relationship and advance
healthcare freedom.
But BRI is more than an educational organization.
We're changing the way medical students think about healthcare and their future careers.
Just read what one BRI student had to say after attending our annual Leadership Conference
last spring:
"Absolutely love the time spent with BRI...it has changed the direction of my
career...I am now confident in my future as a physician. This year's conference
solidified those dreams and helped build my knowledge on the important topics
BRI brings to light. I would like to thank you for the opportunity to be a part of
something special."
BRI is training a new generation of doctors in how to be leaders and advocates for the
medical profession. In the face of physician burnout, bureaucratic overreach, and increasing
administrative burdens, BRI is exciting students about the future of medicine.
And while there's a lot we don't know yet about the incoming Congress and presidential
administration, one thing we know for sure: we have an incredible opportunity to reorient
America's healthcare policies around the fundamental doctor-patient relationship. After
decades of policies that put medical decision making in the hands of bureaucrats instead of
doctors, this new opportunity is indeed something to be thankful for!
BRI was founded in part to make sure that medical students were part of the healthcare
policy debates taking place around the passage of the Affordable Care Act. For seven years,
we have hosted lectures, debates, conferences, and other programs to educate students
about alternative solutions to healthcare policy-solutions that harness the power of free
enterprise and protect the doctor-patient relationship. Because of BRI, there's a new
generation of doctors and students that are ready to enter the debate.
BRI has only been able to invest our resources in these students because you have invested
your resources in us. Thank you for supporting the Benjamin Rush Institute. I am so grateful
to have you as a friend and supporter of our work.
I wish you and yours a happy Thanksgiving!
Sincerely,

Beth Haynes, MD
Executive Director
"Empowering future doctors to create affordable, quality medical care by harnessing the
power of innovation and free enterprise."
P.S. Are you following BRI on Facebook? If not, be sure to "like" our page and join in

an ongoing conversation on the latest issues in healthcare policy.

